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 In this paper, we introduce the multilayer perception (MLP) neural network and 
describe how it can be used for equities forecasts in Tehran Stock Exchange. To 
training multilayer perception back propagation algorithm (including its variants) is 
principle procedure. In this way, it examines 28 features of Factors influencing in the 
equities of companies listed in Tehran Stock Exchange from 2005 to 2012. The results 
show that the method demonstrates about 99% of classification rate for equities 
forecasts in Tehran Stock Exchange. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Recent work has demonstrated that neural networks (NNs) represent an efficient tool for modeling a variety 

of geophysical transfer functions. Thanks to their non-parametric nature, regression by means of NNs has been 
successfully applied by different authors [1-4] to model the relationship between satellite-received radiances and 
OAP concentrations. In this paper, we investigate two different NN architectures and make a comparison of 
their performances. We consider two models of neural networks – Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Multilayer 
Perception (MLP) neural networks, both of which are well known for their interesting properties in the 
approximation of nonlinear functions. The main difference between the two architectures lies in the nature of the 
input–output relations of their nodes. RBF networks are three-layer networks, whose output nodes form a linear 
combination of the basic functions (usually of the Gaussian type) computed by the hidden layer nodes. Each 
node provides a significant non-zero response only when the input falls within a small localized region of the 
input space. MLP networks are based on nonlinear sigmoid functions which give significant non-zero response 
in a wide region of the input space. Their approximations are smooth and continuous, more and more accurate 
for increasing numbers of nodes in the hidden layers. 

A multilayer perception (MLP) is a feed forward artificial neural network model that maps sets of input 
data onto a set of appropriate outputs. An MLP consists of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, with 
each layer fully connected to the next one. Except for the input nodes, each node is a neuron (or processing 
element) with a nonlinear activation function. MLP utilizes a supervised learning technique called back 
propagation for training the network [5, 6]. MLP is a modification of the standard linear perception and can 
distinguish data that are not linearly separable [7]. MLPs were a popular machine learning solution in the 1980s, 
finding applications in diverse fields such as speech recognition, image recognition, and machine translation 
software, but have since the 1990s faced strong competition from the much simpler (and related) support vector 
machines. More recently, there has been some renewed interest in back propagation networks due to the 
successes of deep learning [8]. Between 2009 and 2012, the recurrent neural networks and deep feed forward 
neural networks developed in the research group of Jürgen Schmidhuber [9] at the Swiss AI Lab IDSIA have 
won eight international competitions in pattern recognition and machine learning [9] For example, the bi-
directional and multi-dimensional long short term memory (LSTM) Graves and Schmidhuber [9] and Graves et 
al., [10], Alex Graves et al. won three competitions in connected handwriting recognition at the 2009 
International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR), without any prior knowledge about 
the three different languages to be learned.  
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Fast GPU-based implementations of this approach by Dan Ciresan and colleagues at IDSIA have won 
several pattern recognition contests, including the IJCNN 2011 Traffic Sign Recognition Competition [10, 11] 
the ISBI 2012 Segmentation of Neuronal Structures in Electron Microscopy Stacks challenge [10, 11] and 
others. Their neural networks also were the first artificial pattern recognizers to achieve human-competitive or 
even superhuman performance [10, 11] on important benchmarks such as traffic sign recognition (IJCNN 2012), 
or the famous MNIST handwritten digits problem of Yann LeCun at NYU. Deep, highly nonlinear neural 
architectures similar to the 1980 Neocognitron by Kunihiko Fukushima and the "standard architecture of vision" 
[12] can also be pre-trained by unsupervised methods of Geoff Hinton's lab at Toronto University. A team from 
this lab won a 2012 contest sponsored by Merck to design software to help find molecules that might lead to 
new drugs. In the research we want to give a complete description to neural networks for equities forecasts in 
Tehran Stock Exchange. 
This study uses different classification methods to find the best solutions and also to create the framework for 
predicting forecast equities.  
 
Objective: 

The objective of this study is to present a model in order to forecast equities in Tehran Stock Exchange 
from 2005 to 2012 using Multi-layer Perception (MLP). 
 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 

Multi Layer perception (MLP) is a feed forward neural network with one or more layers between input and 
output layer. Feed forward means that data flows in one direction from input to output layer (forward). This type 
of network is trained with the back propagation learning algorithm. MLPs are widely used for pattern 
classification, recognition, prediction and approximation. Multi Layer Perception can solve problems which are 
not linearly separable. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Multi Layer perception (MLP) 
 

Formally, a one-hidden layer MLP constitutes a function , where is the size of input vector 
 and is the size of the output vector , such that, in matrix notation: 

 

 
 

With bias vectors   ; weight matrices  and activation functions G and S. The vector 

 constitutes the hidden layer. is the weight matrix 

connecting the input vector to the hidden layer. Each column represents the weights from the input units to 

the ith hidden unit. Typical choices for include , with, or the 
logistic sigmoid function, with . We will be using  in this tutorial because 
it typically yields to faster training (and sometimes also to better local minima). Both the tan h and  sigmoid are 
scalar-to-scalar functions but their natural extension to vectors and tensors consists in applying them element-wise 
(e.g. separately on each element of the vector, yielding a same-size vector).  

The output vector is then obtained as . The reader should recognize the 
form we already used for Classifying MNIST digits using Logistic Regression. As before, class-membership 
probabilities can be obtained by choosing G as the sigmoid function (in the case of multi-class classification). To 
train an MLP, we learn all parameters of the model, and here we use Stochastic Gradient Descent with 
minibatches. The set of parameters to learn is the set . Obtaining the gradients 
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 can be achieved through the back propagation algorithm (a special case of the chain-rule of derivation). 
Thankfully, since Theano performs automatic differentiation, we will not need to cover this in the tutorial. 
To create and train Multi Layer Perception neural network using Neuroph Studio do the following:  
1. Create Neuroph project  
2. Create Multi Layer perception network  
3. Create training set  
4. Train network  
5. Test trained network  
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

In this paper examines 28 factors influencing in the equities of companies listed in Tehran Stock Exchange 
from 2005 to 2012. In Fig.2, Fig.3, Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig.7 has been shown. To pay attention to this table it 
is implied that MLP demonstrates about 99% for equities forecasts. 

 

 
Fig. 2: MLP model in the study area 
 

 
Fig. 3: information of Test Data in MLP model 
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Fig.4: information of regression for test, train and validation dates in MLP model 
 

 
 
Fig.5: information of Train Data in MLP model 
 

 
 
Fig.6: information of validation data in MLP model 
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Fig.7: Information of all data in MLP model 
 
Conclusion: 

The prediction of earnings was discussed in this paper, in order to forecast equities, used Multi-
layer Perception (MLP) techniques. Every parameter of the classifier was set precisely and the result was 
extracted. The RBF is shown 99% performance. This classifier is accurate and it has simple explanation. The 
number of non-profit instances is very lower in compare to profitable, so this classification category estimates 
the models more efficient than the other classification categories mentioned so far. 
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